
 

  

         Based in Scottsdale or Peoria AZ 

           Email resume and career summary to: 

           Careers@ActiveForever.com  

 
 

Medical, Fitness & Safety Equipment Key Account Sales Counselor 
 

This is a sales position with very high earning potential, and involves inside, outbound efforts; primarily 

warm calls into our existing accounts, growing existing accounts, as well as identifying and attracting new 

accounts. We are unique, appreciated, robust and we have ample buying power/ability to be most competitive. 

We are client driven.  Our mission is always to help our accounts optimize their facility purchasing 

efficiencies and their profits, while also improving their approach to caring for their staff and patients; thus 

positively influencing their care outcomes and risk management.   

Your weekly focus and efforts will always be driven by our chosen product line sales priorities, and print 

catalog distribution.  Your success is primarily reliant on your knowledge base, your ability to communicate, 

and your impressive work ethic.  The opportunity to earn and achieve results is ample. 

Job Responsibilities:   

 Become an expert in all sales counselor practices, policies, and procedures.  

 Fulfill your responsibilities and serve our customer needs in all ways; primarily via telephone and 

computer/email; yet occasional face to face, when needed.   

 Help innovate effective prospecting research, sales and service techniques, and efficient CRM procedures.  

 Help provide ongoing strategies to improve outbound account development and overall sales results by 

leveraging our database of over 1 million customers, I.T. infrastructure including our telecommunications 

system, email capabilities and CRM systems, and the web to the best of your ability.  

 Review daily, weekly and monthly reports, and do your best to learn and grow. 

 Professional personal presentation is required even though you are an inside sales representative. Fridays are 

casual yet appearance still counts! 

 Perform in a way that reinforces ActiveForever as a trusted, high quality and innovative company in an effort 

to increase sales, solidify customer loyalty and reinforce our favorable corporate identity at all times.  

 Learn everything you can about the ActiveForever products, in an effort to articulate detailed, effective and 

thorough product solutions as needed; in an effort to achieve outstanding sales and gross profit results, and to 

develop account loyalty and growth.  

 Put pricing quotes together for our accounts; negotiate with our suppliers in an effort to always optimize the 

profit from your sales efforts and the profitability of our sales overall. 

 Place orders thoroughly, carefully and effectively to do your best to make sure your orders ship timely and 

properly, and to insure your accounts pay for their orders quickly and compliantly. 

 Assist with establishing and implementing best practices for organizing your efforts and organize 

conscientious and thorough follow up with customers, and in an effort to complete tasks in the best fashion, 

increase customer loyalty and sales achievements.  

 Plan and attend all scheduled staff meetings and product trainings, and contribute to very time efficient and 

effective meeting with important training, reminders and feedback.  

 

You can also leverage other staff to work on accounts together or to create sales tools and verbiage for your 

sales efforts, so you can stay focused on achieving the best sales results possible.   

 

You will have full reign to execute on ideas that help drive our business healthily, and if you demonstrate 

outstanding achievement and leadership skills, growth will be encouraged and embraced. 

 

100% Commission, Ability to Earn $60-100,000/year (including annuity income), Stock Options + Benefits. 

BACKGROUND CHECKS ARE PERFORMED ON ALL NEW HIRES. 

http://www.activeforever.com/
mailto:Careers@ActiveForever.com

